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SUMMARY
Presented

are the results of an investigation into the feasibility of using

observations of grizzly bears (Ursus arctos) by

ry outfi tters and

hunting guides, mainly as:

a) a data source to evaluate existing estimates of grizzly bear densities
and population trends;

and also,
b) to determine sex-specific differences in grizzly bear behaviour ~AEI tQ
eemmuRicate

SYG~ differeoces to Qytfitter.5aRd ~~RtiRg gUides) in order to ~

facilitate male-specific hunting;

c) to create an awareness in outfi tters and hunti ng gui des of the rate of
production of off-spring in grizzly bear populations per unit area and
per adult female by GowmuRieating the

tes~lts

ftomthe plogram;

d) to exchange information on all aspects of grizzly bear behaviour and
distribution to upgrade the understanding of the species particularly by
hunting guides.
I~ -r.u., Co/I~c..~ 01 da..,~
Scruti ny of bi ases inherent..te Qata Gell ectee i R t~e pregfalft resul ted in the

concl usi on that the net effect of "'iIi feet; 0" arHi Iftag"i ttut@ af all potenti al
~~/'e61
1'4
r:J' JI..A.. do.l-6....
biases combine~ cannot be measured'A eliminating ~ usefulness. At least
three (but possibly more) of 16 outfitters contacted were firmly opposed to
participation with the program.

They believe that release of information

•

I

\

~ \.1

'~'" I

about the wi 1dl i fe
result in encroachment

of their registered guiding areas (RGA's) would
resident hunters, based on alleged past experiences

\

wi th the YFWB.

As

sal so experi ence a hi gh turnover in tenure, it was

concluded that observational data of grizzly bears from outfitters and hunting
guides are not effective in accomplishing th,e stated objectives.
courses to meet these objectives are discussed.

Alternate

""
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The gri zzly bear (Ursus arctos) was once i ndi genous to most of western North
Ameri ca and occupi ed a wi de range of hab; tats.
and the speci es

I

;

Indi scri mi nate hunti ng by man

nab; 1i ty to adapt to changes wrought by ci vi 1i zati on has

caused significant reductions in both numbers and range occupied by
species.

the

Populations relatively unaffected by man now occur only in remote

regions of western and northern Canada and in Alaska (Cowan 1972).

In the Yukon Territory grizzly bear densities are sufficiently high to allow a
limited harvest (Pearson 1975; Sidorowicz & Gilbert 1981).
inherent incapability of grizzly bear populations to absorb
human-caused mortality

(Bunnell

However,

the

significant

and Tait 1981) and the difficulties

to

accurately census bear popul ati ons (Kni ght and Eberhardt 1985) ha'f made it an
especially difficult animal to manage.

The perpetuation of viable populations

depends in a large measure on the close monitoring of grizzly bear populations
and their harvests and the implementation of effective management prescriptions
where and whenever the need arises (Pearson 1975).

In the Yukon Territory population estimates obtained through intensive field
studies are known from four areas:.

the Auriol Range in Kluane National Park

(Pearson 1975), the Barn Range in the northern Yukon 'Territory (Nagy, Russell,
Pearson, Kingsley and Goski 1983), the Ogilvie Mountains in west central Yukon
Territory (Smith, in prep.), and the Coast Mountains in southwestern Yukon
(Larsen, in prep.).

In addition intensive population studies have been or are

being carried out in nine interior areas of Alaska and the Northwest

Territories£'~

... )

e>Z
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The extent to which these estimates can be extrapolated to other areas of the
territory is uncertain.

Expansion of intensive field studies into areas

representative of the remainder of the Yukon Territory is hampered by the very
high costs associated with such studies.

Shifts in funding priorities to moose (Alces alces) and woodland caribou
(jY1fJvl(;.l-~

(Rangi fer tarandus cari bou) inventory, andl\ popul ati on enhancement in the next
five years will likely constrain moneys available for further grizzly bear
population

studies

(Pelchat,

pers.

comm.).

As

a result,

grizzly

bear

management may have to rely increasingly on existing population data and a
critical examination of harvest data.

Additional information relative to the

distribution and densities of territory-wide grizzly bear populations are
thought to be obtainable from observations by the public

(Pelchat,

pers.

comm) •

The use of observations of unmarked grizzly bears and their sign has been used
to estimate population distribution and/or size in Glacier National

Park,

U.S.A.

pers.c::>«

comm.),

l'3'14j

(Martinkaf, in Yellowstone National Park, U.S.A.
in

the

U.S.S.R.

(Pelchat,

pers •. comm.)

(Si dorowi cz and Gil bert 1981; Smi th, unpubl).

and

(McCullough,
in

Yukon

Terri tory

McCullough (pers. comm.) has

proposed to use the results of the system as a tool for management decisions.

In contrast wi th studi es of marked bears (Jonkel and Cowan 1971; Mundy and
Flook 1973) observati ona 1 data of unmarked bears are of 1i mi ted tAformat.i eA
value as only certain classes (i.e. reproductive females with cubs of the year,
reproductive females with older young, single bears) can be identified with
confidence (see Martinka 1974)'.

It can be expected that attempts to

- 3 -

individually identify single grizzly bears are subject to a great degree of
bias.

Martinka (1974) presents the only well

documented study involving

observations of unmarked grizzly bears as a means of assessing population
density.

He concludes that observational techniques are of limited potential

for accurate densi ty estimates but that resul ts are useful
purposes.

for comparati ve

In his study observations were carried out from an extensive trail

system and by observers thought to be qualified.

In Yukon Terri tory segments of gri zzly bear range are traversed yearly by
hunting parties outfitted by tettants
registered

guiding

areas

(RGAts)

who

(hereinafter called outfitters)
have

exclusive

right

non-resident (e.g. persons not residing in Yukon Territory) hunters.

to

o\fr

~

guide

The fact

that outfitters use these extensive areas from year to year makes them) as a

0<..

group, more suitable as informants of the status of the wildlife resources in
these areas than other user groups.

Additionally, outfitters have often

expressed the desire to be consulted in YFWB management decisions regarding the
wildlife resources in their RGA's.

During a grizzly bear population study in the Ogilvie Mountains, west central
Yukon Territory, analysis of observational data collected by project staff

an~

__ I:~

~~.tk~

outfitter/hunting guides suggested that observations reported by outfitters~
a usable data source.

Consultation with Yukon Territory outfitters during spring 1985 indicated a
willingness* to cooperate with a program whereby they and their guide-

*At i ndi vi dual meeti ngs in 1ate spri ng 18 of 20 outfi tters sa i d they were
interested in cooperating in the program.
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employees would share grizzly bear observations with the Yukon Fish and
lit

Wil dl i fe Branch (YFWB).

The program was subsequentl y started w.:i-tA the fa 11

~e..1985 hunting season.
The main objective of the program is:

a) to determine the feasibility of using grizz.ly bear sightings by Yukon
Territory outfitters and hunting guides as a data source to evaluate

eKi8tiR~

-estimates Ii grizzly bear density and population trends.

Several other objectives that would serve the general grizzly bear management
program of the YFWB were included.

These are:

b) to determi ne sex-speci fi c di fferences in gri zzly bear behavi our and te
c-.ommuRicate such diFfer'ences to outFitters ana tnmtiAg guidQS in order to
facilitate male-specific hunting.
c) to create an awareness in outfi tters and hunti ng gui des of the rate of
production of off-spring in grizzly bear populations per unit area and per
adult female

by

communicating the results from the program.

d) to exchange information on all aspects of grizzly bear behaviour and
di stri buti on to upgrade the understandi ng of the speci es parti cul arl y by
hunting guides.

Since the completion of the fall 1985 hunting season, the quality of the data
and level

of cooperation

from outfitters/guides

discussions have been held with outfitters.

has

been evaluated and

It was found that many potential

01

- 5 e.,Ce.5

prob 1ems undermi ned the vi abil i ty of the program
Jl.rg~falftl.s feasibility.,eeellied aJ3prOpr1ate.

ot

(J

~

·

~1

Sl~

"f\..

a reeva 1uati ~ of the

.fA..... f'Ojro.~.

The present report contains a review of the results of the program to date and
identifies problems encountered as well as potential problem areas inherent
-the ob3e, ver gretA!' ; ny 01 ttecl, ; n 0' del to eva I uate the program IS fea:.!iji 9; 1; t¥.,..

~
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3.0

METHODS

3.1

Data Collection

Before the summer If a11 1985 hunti ng season, waterproof notebooks and penc i 1s
were given to guides and outfitters along with

aninforQl~tive Ill~tter

describing

~.J't.( ::?: ~ te.a)"l C.l~1.....-h.c;n.~.

the program and the recording requ; rements of the

si gilt; rigs.

An example of

data required was provided in this letter.

It was hoped that the liberal
:(MIt$h~
format arising from these instructions would generate
for the development

of a more deta; 1ed record; ng form.

Our; ng December outfi tters were asked to

submit their, and their guides', notebooks and meetings were arranged to
discuss the data collected.

Additional

information of the sightings was

acqui red duri ng these meeti ngs in an attempt to standardi ze the da ta and
complete the data requirements.
rt!!lv

es';t!4:

eollecte~:

tdeally-, --zhe following information was

date, time and location of sightings; size, colour, sex (guessed),
haJ:wj...c,.t-'

U~j#- -~ ',4-$. ~C;l'Gof-

.....~

group size of bears; aspect, altitl:Jde, habitat
whether bear was hunted, wounded or killed.

o..lh-h/cJ.c..,.
I:Jn~t, distance

of sighting;

Outfitters' attitudes towards the

program were investigated through these meetings or telephone interviews.

•
3.2

Potential Analyses

The following schedule lists the potential analyses available from a grizzly bear observations recording system together
with its inherent potential biases* and potential techniques to reduce these biases. The very nature of the outfitting
industry may potenti ally be responsible for a number of observer-speci fi c bi ases in addi ti on to those to be expected
from a mu1 ti -observer recordi ng system.
Gri zzly bear si ghti ngs can be expected to be in one or more of three V
inherent (probable) effects on the data quality, according to the following schedule:
. ~

C~~·
il.. //5

Si ghti ng c1 ass

Probab 1e effects on data qual i ty

1. Sightings sincerely and accurately
recorded.

Such data would potentially reveal information about the topics mentioned
below.

2. Sightings sincerely, but
inaccurately recorded.

When inaccuracies show no particular direction, the averages of the statistics
to be calculated may not be affected significantly. However, under conditions
of numerous and gross inaccuracies, the potential for significant biases is
great.

tA.I'~

3. Sightings deliberately
misreported owing to vested
interests.

c

I. Vested interests of outfitters may
stem from the following beliefs:
a) that hunting opportunities may
be restricted when analysis of
grizzly bear sightings by YFWB
suggests that the grizzly bear
population
cannot
sustain
current harvest levels.

a) Such data may show more bears and higher levels of female reproductivity.

b) that information release about

b) Grizzly bear sightings may be reported to have occurred in areas where the

do
not
*Biases
reported
here
necessari 1y constitute all potenti a1
biases.

the grizzly bear resource
in the RGA's may cause an
influx
by
resident
hunters.
c) that
form
bear
when
ing
such

the YFWB may perintensive grizzly
population studies
analysis of sightdata suggests that
acti on is requi red.

outfitters object least to the presence of resident hunters. Outfitters may
also report fewer sightings than actually occurred as analysis of
information of actual sightings may be construed to indicate that their
RGA's are good bear hunting areas.
c) Such data may be biased towards any direction that the outfitters perceives
to be more characteristic of normal conditions.
II

II

II. Hunting guides may

,,-~/
"\

!~

d) be of the opinion that
the interests of their
outfitter/employer
are
t}1ei rs
and/or
they
SI*mpa- !;
'thize with him/her;
in conflict with ~
e) be
their outfitter/employer
and want to use the
grizzly bear sighting
program to damage their
interests;

d) Such data are potentially subject to the biases mentioned under a, band c.

e)

Such data are potent; ally subject to bi ases opposi te to those menti oned
under a, band c.

f) Such data may show a bias towards fewer bears than actually seen and higher
proportions of bear family groups than actually encountered.
f) be in conflict with their ~
client or have other
reasons
not
to
be
interested in hunting
grizzly bears.

3.2.1
3.2.1.1

Relative population
abundance
Methodology

J

.~~

Sl'

An index of re1 ati ve
abundance can be deve
plotting identifiable
ghtings of
fami ly groups* onto a topographi cal
map of del i neated hu ted areas and
calculating
minimu
number
of
individual females per unit area.
Another possible index of abundance
can be deri ved from a compari son of
si ghti ng frequenci es per GMS** wi th
numbers of days hunted per GMS** (as
cal cul ated from OTE** data) and
calculating number of sightings per
day hunted.

3.2.1.2

pote;' bi ases

a) Certai n areas may only be vi si ted
during times of the year when for
behavioural reasons, or reasons of
obscuration by vegetation, bears
may be less (or more) observable.
b) Colour description inconcistencies
may occur between gui de s, or
bleaching of pelages of bears
(Pearson 1975) may complicate rei denti fi cati on. Mortal i ty wi thi n
litters prevents identification of
fema1 es by the numbers of thei r
off-spring.
c) Sighting records may be
incomplete.
d) aTE forms may be fi 11 ed out
falsely (K. Heynen, pers. comm.).
e) Variation between seasons in the
proportion of sightings recorded
accurately and sincerely, per RGA.

*Fi del i ty of femal e gri zzly bears to
relatively small home ranges assures
that analyses of sightings of females
may provide a more expedient tool of
total bear estimates, relative to
sightings of all groups.
Family
groups are a1 so more 1 ikely. to be
i denti fi ed correctly, rel ati ve to
single bears.
**GMS: Game Management Subzone
aTE: Outfitter Trophy Export
Declaration Form.

3.2.1.3

Potential techniques to
reduce biases

a) Density indices may be calculated
per month.

b) Colour
descriptions
may
be
standardized;
identification of
family groups should be facilitated
by usi ng severa 1 i denti fyers (i.e.
colour and relative size of all
group members);
data may
be
analyzed with known information on
grizzly bear home ranges in mind.
c) The format of the notebooks can be
designed to make recording more
practical.
d) Questionnaires
to hunters may
possibly illuminate problem areas.
e) Questionnaires to hunters may
possibly illuminate problem areas.

1

3.2.2

Absolute population

abundance

3.2.2.1

~

l7>vJ·

[i

Methodology

The methods mentioned~n r 3.2.1.1
can also be used fo
estimating
absolute population abundance in
frequently hunted areas.
3.2.3

Distribution and home
range Slze

3.2.3.1

Methodology

3.2.2.2

Potential biases

3.2.2.3

Same as 3.2.1.3.

Same as 3.2.1.2.

3.2.3.2

Potential biases

3.2.3.3

--------- Diurnal and seasonal

Potential techniques to
reduce biases

Same as 3.2.1.3 a, b, c, and e.

All sightings plotted on topographSame as 3.2.1.2 a, b, c and e.
i cal maps provi de an i ndi cat; on of
grizzly bear distribution. From all
identifiable sightings minimum home
range areas can be computed.
~ Aaw'}
3.2.4.

Potential techniques to
reduce biases

.

habltat use
3.2.4.1

Methodology

The di stri buti on of bears (i •e.
si ng1 e bears, groups of bears) over
the various habitat units can be
computed on a di urna1 and seasonal
basis. The method is mainly to be
used as an indicator of the relative
usage by the di fferent bear groups
of each habitat unit. The method is
not useful as an indicator of
seasonal habitat use (for most
habitat units) by the bear population
due to observability differences
between vegetation types and seasons.

3.2.4.2

Potential biases

a) The observability between
groups may not be equal.

3.2.4.3

bear

b) Inaccurate or false reporting
practices may introduce a bias
(see 4.2).

Potential techniques to
reduce biases

a) A comparison made with studies
where habitat use and observability
have been documented for the
different groups may result in the
derivation of useful correction
factors.
b) Questionnaires to hunters may
illuminate problem areas.

3.2.5

Relative observabi1ity

3.2.5.1

Methodology

The distribution of the sightings of
si ng1 e bears in groups may be
computed.
3.2.6.

Productivity per unit
area

3.2.6.1

Methodology

The number of cubs, yearlings and
two-year 01 ds in i denti fi ab1 e fami 1y
units can be determined, and hence an
index of producti vi ty per uni t area
may be derived.

3.2.5.2

Potential biases

3.2.6.3

Potential techniques to
reduce biases

Inaccurate
or
false
reporting
practi ces may introduce a bi as (see
4.2).

Questionnaires
to
hunters
illuminate problem areas.

3.2.6.2

3.2.6.3

Potential biases

a) Sibling year classes
improperly identified.

may

be

b) Observations from a distance may
underestimate sizes of litters.

c) Data may be too inaccurate to
arrive at an acceptable estimate.
d) Summer mortality within litters,
prevents separation of females by
the numbers of their off-spring.
e) Inaccurate or false recording
practices may introduce a bias
(see 4.2).

may

Potential techniques to
reduce biases

a) Determi ne how i ndi vi dua 1 gui de s
evaluate off-spring ages. Possibly
a system that corrects for this can
be developed.
b) A corre1 ati on between di stance of
si ghti ng and observed 1i tter si ze
may
be
ascerta i nab 1e
and
a
correcti on factor can poss; b1y by
deduced.
c) Data may- possibly be improved by
improving guide/outfitter
instructions.
d) Identification of family groups
shoul d be faci 1i tated by using
several identifyers (i.e. colour
and relative size of all group
members) .
e) Questionnaires
to hunters may
illuminate problem areas.

r
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4.0

RESULTS

4.1

Data Quality - 1985

4.1 1

Outfitter and Guide Cooperation

During the closed Yukon Outfitters Association meeting in fall

1985,

the

outfi tters present agreed wi th a moti on by member R. Hardi e to return the
sighting notebooks blank (K. Heynen, pers. comm.).

At the outfitters/YFWB

meeti ng of November 15, 1985 the outfi tters present agreed to coopera te in
providing certain information about the sightings.

Several members remained

reluctant to provide detailed geographical information about the sightings (K.
Heynen, pers.

comm.).

By January 6, most outfitters had been contacted regarding the submission of
grizzly bear sighting data collected in their RGA·s (Table 1).
si ghti ng data submi tted by that date.

Six of them had

Many others informed us they woul d

provi de us wi th thei r records at a 1ater date.

Most of these had not been

successful in collecting 'their guides· sighting notebooks but promised to try
again.

Three outfitters refused to cooperate with the program.

Their

arguments centered around two areas of concern (R. Hardie, K. Heynen, D. Young,
pers.

comm.)

(see

Appendix

II

for

summaries

of

the

discussions

with

outfitters).

a)

Release of information on bear sightings would reveal locations of their
main mountain sheep hunting areas (bear sightings often take place while
hunti ng mountai n sheep), whi ch was expected to resul tin an i nfl ux of
resident mountain sheep hunters in these areas (based on alleged previous
experiences with YFWB studies), and;
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TABLE 1

Responses in submissions of records of grizzly bear observations by Yukon
Territory Outfitters, as of January 6, 1986

Outfitters
engaged in
program

S.
D.
P.
R.
R.
D.
C.
D.
W.
R.
J.
J.

R.
B.
C.
D.
K.

B.
D.

T.

Reynolds
Low
Jensen
Furniss
Dalziel
Marino
Drinnan
Coleman
Koser
Dickson
Ostashek
Drift
Hardie
Desrosiers
Martin
Young
Heynen
Hassard
Smarch
Wilkinson

Registered
guiding
area No.

Records*
submitted
by Jan. 6

Refused
to
cooperate

Promi sed to
meet with
us at a
later date

Data
too
poor

+
+

1
2

+

3

+

4
5
6

+
+
+

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
22

Unable
to
reach

+
+
+
+

+**

+
+
+
+
+
+***
+
+
+

*
1985 observations unless stated otherwise.
** 1984 observations.
*** Refused to be specific about observations.
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b)

Release of information on bear concentrations might increase bear hunting
by residents in such areas (through the same alleged mechanisms mentioned
under a).

Two outfi tters suggested that the number of outfi tters re1 uctant to provi de
good data was substantial (R. Hardie, K. Heynen, pers.

comm.).

The co11 ecti on of si ghti ng notebooks from the gui des upon comp1 eti on of the
hunting season posed a problem for some outfitters.

Many guides did not record

s i ghtin gs con sis te nt 1Y , or at all ( R• Da1z i e1, R. Fur niss, P• J ens en, 0 •
Marino, D. Smarch, pers. comm.).

Some outfitters felt it was the YFWB's

responsibility to collect notebooks.

Motivation
outfitters.

in

reporting

sightings

varied between

individual

guides

and

For example, R. Dalziel claimed that. his guides often do not

menti on bear si ghti ngs to hunters in order to prevent having to hunt the bears
involved.

Such bears would not usually be recorded (R. Dalziel, pers. comm.).

P. Jensen seemed reluctant to improve the limited information of observations
recorded by his guides.

D. Marino, who firmly believes his RGA supports a

higher grizzly bear density than the YFWB has estimated, was keen on reporting
bear sightings and encourages his guides to record sightings (D. Marino, pers.
comm. ).

4.1.2

Sighting Records Submitted per" Registered Guiding Area

By January 6, six outfitters had submitted sighting data.

Although the program

was initiated before the fall 1985 hunting season, some 1984 data were al so
provided by two of the participants.

In total, 93 sightings of five different
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RGA's were reported, 71 of which constituted single bears and 22 groups of more
than one bear (Table 2).

TABLE 2

Numbers and group si zes of gri zzly bear observati ons reported by
Yukon Territory outfitters (and their employees/clients), 1984 1985

Outfitter

Season
(summer/fall)

D. Low
T. Wilkinson
T. Wilkinson
D. Coleman
R. Dalziel
D. Marino
C. Martin
Tot a

Total number
of sightings
reported

1985
1984
1985
1984
1985
1985
1985
~

8
11
14
26

~

~.

~

"

..

6

11t

6

Meeting
arranged
to discuss
results

+
+

7

1
5
422

13
71

+
+
+

-

*Small portion of all observa ti ons recorded.
be provided at a later date.

4.1.3

2
1
2

6

10
12
19
5

17
93
.

Groups size
1
'/1

More observations expected to

Information Recorded

Information recorded included date and location of sighting, number, sex,
colour and size of bears, and group size.
displayed information on all

However, few sighting records

of these aspects.

Most of the

required

information was obtained through meetings with participating outfitters,
parti cul arly since most reported s i ghti ngs were recorded by those outfi tters
themselves, rather than their guides.
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A notable amount of variation in the degree of details recorded between
reported sightings was apparent.

This lack of consistency is probably due to a

number of factors i ncl udi ng di fferences in experi ence and recordi ng pract ices
between guides and outfitters, levels of observability of bears and the absence
of clear instructions about recording

requirem~nts.

5.0

DISCUSSION

5.1

Improving Outfitter and Guide Cooperation

It can reasonably be assumed that the guides' efforts to report sightings are a
functi on of those of thei r outfi tter employers.
cooperati on 1i es therefore wi th the outfi tters.

The crux of the problems in
The three outfi tters that

openly refused to cooperate with the program may represent only a portion of
all outfitters opposed to the program.

It is possible that some outfitters who

postponed their meetings with us to discuss their data were in fact reluctant
to cooperate wi th the program*.

K. Heynen' s suggesti on that most outfi tters

were opposed to the program would support such a possibility.

Outfi tters that were opposed were un; ted in the; r bel i ef that rel ease of
information about the bears in their RGA would result in more hunting activity
by resi dents.
management

Such fears must be vi ewed in the context of the current bear

system

for

non-resi dent

hunters,

where

increases

in

the

resident/control harvests may lead directly to a decrease in the allowable

*And, of course, amongst outfi tters we were unable to reach, some may be
opposed to cooperation with the program as well.
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harvest by non-resi dent hunters; and the stakes are hi gh (T. Wil ki nson, pers.
comm.) with grizzly bears valued up to $10,000**.

If reluctance to cooperate is as widespread as K. Heynen and R. Hardie suggest,
and as strongly a function of the fear that

a~

increase of information release

will result in an increase of encroachment of the RGA's by resident hunters, it
seems unlikely that much cooperation can be expected in the future regarding a
recording system of grizzly bear sightingS.

In fact, it can reasonably be

expected that outfitters will guard the knowledge about their RGA's wildlife
resources more jealously as the trend of increased hunting efforts into Yukon's
hinterlands by residents (pers. observ.) continues.

Improving data quality

5.2

The data are characterized by a large number of potential biases which can be
classified as follows:

a)

biases arising from the species and habitat characteristics (i.e. biases

stemmi ng from di fferences in observabi 1i ty between bear groups, area sand
seasons; biases in identification of individual bears resulting from bleaching
of pelages and/or mortality within litters);

**This figure refers to spring bear hunts when the opportunity to hunt grizzly
bear is usually the only reason for booking the hunt. During the summer/fall
hunti ng season bea rs are, inmost cases, hunted in conj uncti on wi th other
animals and the value of a grizzly bear is then usually lower but
~
difficult to assess.

~
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b)

biases arising from multi-observer characteristics (i.e. biases in
identification

of

individual

bears

(bear

groups)

stemming

from

differences in identification criteria between observers; biases in
various areas resulting from differences in accuracy of recording
practices);

c)

biases arising from vested interests to report observations fal sely
(i.e. OTE forms may be filled out falsely; observations may be reported
falsely).

Biases from category a) may be somewhat qualifiable and quantifiable from known
grizzly bear behaviour and habitat characteristics.

Some biases arising from a

multi-observer system may be reduced (i.e. colour description inconsistencies
between guides, incomplete sighting records, improperly identified sibling year
classes), however, some will no doubt always remain and it seems unlikely that
thei r extent can 'be det'ermi ned ( i •e. proporti on of accurate records and of
positively identifiable sightings).

Those biases arising from a multi-observer

system and from vested interest in false reporting practices will be impossible
to identify in most cases and their effect on all data will not likely be
predictable.

Gi ven thi s 1arge number and vari ety of potenti al bi ases, we cons; der ; t
unlikely that the net effect of direction and magnitude of all possible biases
combined can be measured.

Such data would be esentially useless.

Identification of the variables responsible for the degree of accuracy in the
estimation of the minimum number of grizzly bear family groups for a given area
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from observational data will illustrate the impossibility to arrive
predictable level of accuracy.

at a

Variables involved include:

a)

proportion of family group sightings recorded accurately, and;

b)

proportion of family group sightings recorded sincerely.

It will be practically impossible to determine the proportion of sightings
una ffected by inaccurate and fal si fi ed recordi ng practi ces.

Consequently,

ascertainment of the proportion of grizzly bear sightings constituting actually
occurring family groups and the degree to which subsequent re-1ocations were
based on correct identification will

not be possible.

Thus, qualified

statements on the number of i ndi vi dua 1 fami ly groups of gri zzly bears in the
area cannot be made.

Two of the study topi cs cannot adequately be addressed by observati ons of
unmarked bears, let alone by a system involving the number of potential biases
present in this program.

Rates of production per adult female (objective 2.2c)

cannot unambiguously be determined through observations from ani rna 1s

where

free-roami ng barren femal es cannot be i denti fi ed from all free-roami ng si ng1 e
bears wi th any degree of preci s ion.

Simi 1arly, unacceptable bi ases are

inherent to determining the sex of free-roaming grizzly bears (objective 2.2b)
when single grizzly bears cannot usually be sexed from observations under field
conditions (and this class of single bears is the very one of which knowledge
of sex-specific behavioural differences would facilitate male-specific hunting
tacti cs) •
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5.3

Program feasibility

It has been shown that data of a predictable quality cannot be obtained.
Additionally,

the

cooperate with the

reluctance of some
pro~ram,

(and possibly many)

outfitters

to

coupled with the high turnover amongst outfitters*

(Pearson 1975; pers. observ.) makes it unlikely that even a few representative
RGA's will produce long-term (say, at least ten years) yearly grizzly bear
si ghti ng records (drasti c decl i nes cannot be expected to be ascertai nab 1e in
the short term through a sighting system owing to variability in activity
patterns of bears, as well as those of participating observers, nor is it
likely for such declines to occur under the harvest regime currently in
effect) •

Thus it is not possible for the program to be used effectively as a means to
acquire the data necessary to address the topics mentioned under 2.2.

In view of the risks of financial

setbacks that outfitters are exposing

themse 1ves to by provi di ng the YFWB wi th observati ons of gri zzly bears, it
seems unrealistic to expect that the
data will be insignificant.

ve~ted-interest-generated

biases of the

Although the allegations by outfitters concerning

information disclosure may be unfounded, data collected from the public cannot
be guaranteed confidentiality.

Both exi sti ng "Freedom of Informatl on

II

-

legislation and turnover of YFWB staff working with the data may become
responsible for disclosure of the information collected.

*Since 1965, six of Yukon Territory's 22 RGA's have changed tenure {or were
terminated as RGA's)once, nine changed tenure twice, three changed tenure three
times, while four did not change tenure during this period.

~
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We conclude that attempts to use observational data of grizzly bears
outfi tters and hunti ng gu; des to address the stated objecti ves are

i!a;ju

by

-an~

c"'\-A.nd.

futile bHt that expecting cooperation from a user group that may suffer from
information disclosure is unreasonable.

5.4

Options

As it has been shown that the obj ecti ves cannot be met through the present
program, other methods of approach will have to be found.

The following notes will

briefly discuss possible options to meet

the

above-mentioned objectives.

More detailed proposals will appear under separate

cover.

a) To evaluate existing density estimates and population trends.

Exi sti ng densi ty estfmates of gri zzly bear popul ati ons or Yukon Terri tory
bear management units should be subjected to a critical review by qualified
researchers.

Information on grizzly bear population trend may be addressed

through:

1)

Development of a usable index of population density.
hunter effort/kill

Existing data of

statistics may serve as such an index and its

feasibility for this purpose should be evaluated.

2)

Occasional surveys to determine the actual population density in certain
areas and to calibrate the index of population

dens;ty~
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b)

Sex-specific differences in grizzly bear behaviour.

Instructions on sex-specific morphological characteristics, diurnal and
seasonal activity patterns of grizzly bears as provided to hunting
guides in 1985 should be continued.

Further investigations into these

aspects, including a thorough literature review are advisable.

Current

grizzly bear studies in the southwestern Yukon Territory (D.

Larsen,

unpubl.) may be adapted to facilitate such investigations.

However, the

facilitation of male-specific hunting tactics should not be limited to
non-resident hunters.

The current harvest point system for RGA's (1985

YFWB wildlife legislation) is a very powerful tool for the promotion of
male-specific hunting among non-resident hunters.

Thus one could argue

that it is more appropriate to provide resident hunters with the
male-specifically,

if

harvest

of a common resource by different

~

bear

~

user groups is a desired objective.

c) Awareness

~te

of production

of off-spring

in

grizzly

populations per unit area and per adult female.

Creation of this awareness can likely be promoted through instruction of
known

information

derived

from

intensively

studied

grizzly

bear

populations, particularly when such information is presented in a
species-comparative fashion.

Such information on basic population

ecology and population dynamics was provided to outfitters at individual
meetings this past spring but should be extended to hunting guides and
resident hunters.

Various medias (i .e. workshops, informative
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newsletters) may be appropriate for the promotion of the above-mentioned
awareness.

d)

To exchange i nformati on on all aspects of gri zzly bear behavi our and
distribution to upgrade the

understand~ng

of the species, particularly

by hunting guides.

Information exchange of this kind is not likely to develop to an
appreci abl e degree amongst outfi tters and between outfi tters and the
YFWB, owi ng to the competi ti ve nature of the i rtdustry as well as the
alleged

practices

associated

with

previous

information

releases.

Workshops and/or informative newsletters may be more effective means to
upgrade the understanding of the species and should be aimed at all user
groups.
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APPENDIX II

Outfitter Interviews

- I -

December 5, 1985 - Meeting with K. Heynen
Klaas said that the members of the Outfitters Association had agreed to not
submit sighting records during their recent closed meeting.

However, since the

outfi tters/YFWB meeti ng of November 15, some members agreed to share
sighting information with Barney Smith in a vocal fashion (no maps).

the

But, said

Klaas, do not expect to receive accurate information; and he went on to
elaborate about the influxes of hunters in their areas that had allegedly taken
place

shortly

after

field

studies

volunteered to the YFWB by outfitters.

had

been

performed,

or

information

Promising that confidentiality will be

maintained is not going to make any difference in view of the past experiences;
he said: "We do not believe your confidentiality".

About our objective to research the possibilities to increase male grizzly
vulnerability to harvest, he said," this was just meant as "sirup around our
mouths", and added that he did not believe that usually males could be
di sti ngui shed from sol i tary fema1 es under fi el d condi ti ons.

He quoted an

example where he and/or other outfitters confronted a bear biologist in the
Yukon (?) with pictures of known-sex bears and that this person was often wrong
; n i dent; fi ca ti on of thei r sex.

He suggested that the poi nt system be changed

to where only a certain number of females would be allowed after which hunting
would have to be stopped.

It seemed that the Branch was not respected very much by most outfitters (Klaas
claimed his views represented those of most outfitters), and he quoted some of
the factors responsible for this:

•
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•
a)

Hunting by staff and/or associates in their areas after YFWB studies.

b)

Low gri zzly bear quotas between 1979 and 1984; then all of a sudden
extremely liberal bag limits in certain areas.

c)

A previous (acting) director had told them that hunting bears would be
allowed with the aid of airplanes and bait. then, after the outfitters had
booked clients under these relaxed regulations, the legislative changes
turned out to be much more strict.

This created an embarassing situation

for the outfitters allowed to hunt bears in the reduction areas in front of
their clients.

December 8, 1985 - Meeting with R. Dalziel
Robin reported six sightings of grizzly bears (groups), all in the northeastern
section of his area.

Apparently his guides weren't interested in participating

in the sighting program.

He suggested that his guides often would keep hunters

unaware of bears spotted by them, so that they would not have to hunt and skin
them.

Naturally such sightings would not be recorded.

Robin said he foresaw

no problems in providing detailed geographical information of the sightings.
He reported no bears from the. long tri p on horseback from El sa to hi s fi rs t
camp of the season, presumably due to the gui des keepi ng the horse bell s
operative.

December-9;

1985-~

Telephone-conversation-with-P.Jensen

Pete reported four sightings from two of his guides.

Unfortunately no

locations and few details were recorded in their note book.

Pete himself saw

two bears in the West Hart River valley.

He suggested that the low number of

sightings last season was a result of the relatively small number of hunting
parties taken out.

•
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December 9, 1985 -Telephone conversation with D. Smarch
Doug reported two sightings from himself.

He found it difficult to receive the

notebooks from hi s gui des upon termi nat; on of the gui di ng season.

He feel s

that guides have a lot of things on their mind when in the field and that the
notebooks are of relatively low priority.

Doug promised to try to get a hold

of the notebooks of two of his local guides and to arrange a meeting when in
Whitehorse.

He suggested that one notebook be kept in each camp that is used

by all guides in that camp.

December 9, 1985

~"Meetingwith

D. Marino

Don was qui te posi ti ve about the si ghti ng system.

He had been keepi ng notes

for a few years so as to be able to supply this data to the Branch in order to
show what he thought was a much larger population of bears in his area than the
one the YFWB had based the quota system on.

Both him and his wife were anxious

to parti ci pate wi th us and i nqui red about the i nformati on we woul d 1ike to
have.

They applauded the" idea of a standardized booklet with questions on each

sighting that only had to be marked off.

One of his guides did not bother to

keep a booklet, another one wa$ hunting with Don (Don has those sightings), a
few guides didn't see any grizzly bears (including mYself, C.S.).

One guide in

particular, Mel Koehler, had been keeping track of sightings quite diligently
and had seen quite a few bears (he had already noted 36 sightings when I (C.S.)
1eft Bonnet Pl ume Lake, September 17, pers. observ.).
couldn't find Koehler's booklet.

Unfortunate' y, Don

He supplied his (and his assistant guide's)

eleven sightings and felt not uncomfortable with providing map locations.

Don

usually sees more than one single bear per hunt (two fourteen-day hunts in the
early part of the season, followed by some ten-day hunts).

He fel t he caul d

afford to pass up a bear early in the hunt and wait for a bigger/better trophy.

..

IV -

December 11, 1985 - Telephone interview with R. Hardie
I inquired about the sightings, asking him whether he had received the notebook
from the guides.

He was somewhat evasive at first suggesting that the books

hadn't been received in time for the fall hunting season.

But soon he got to

the point and stated flatly he wasn't going to provide us with detailed
information (1I ••• an d no outfitter within 100 miles of Whitehorse will").
mentioned a few sore pOints:

He

a) had the Branch made up its mind about whether

the bear control program woul d be conti nued into 19861

b) Barney Smi th was

thought to be anti-outfitter, and c) he didn't want to have the Branch tell him
where the bears in hi s area are and how to hunt them (II I know where they are
and I feel I am doing O.K. with the proportion of females in the kill; you
always are going to get some females in the killll).

He said they saw 14 bears

in the spring and 40 in the fall.

December"16,-1985-~

Telephone "conversation withJ.Ostashek

I asked John if he had received the sighting books from his guides and if he
wanted to cooperate with the program.

John said he didn'_t mind providing us

with the data (after I had told him what kind of information we were interested
in).

But he was busy for a few weeks and suggested lid call him back in the

New Year.

December

16~-1985 ~-Telephone

discussion with-T;-Wilkinson

I menti oned to him that I had recei ved negati ve reports from some outfi tters
and had found rel uctance amongst others.

He sai d he was aware of those

feelings and that he would bring it up in the spring meeting to see what could
be done about it.

But he poi nted out the potenti al problems that coul d ari se

from such information becoming known to people that might use it to plan their

•

- vhunting trips.

"A grizzly bear has a value of five to six thousand (U.S.)

dollars to us, and resident kills will be deducted from our quota.
a lot to loose".

So we have

He wasn't as worried as some other outfitters due to the

remote location of his RGA and due to the fact that his RGA was not generally
percei ved as a good sheep hunti ng area.

He . i nqui red about our i nformat ion

storage system and I told him that locations would be stored in the computer by
their UTN coordinates.

December

16,-1985-~Telephone

conversation-with-Q;-Young

I asked Dave whether he wanted to cooperate with the sighting program and what
his opinion

was

about

the

program.

Dave expressed

the

same concern

communicated by K. Heynen and R. Hardie that increased information release
might result in an increase of hunting pressure. Apparently he had experienced
strong evidence for such a pattern.

Although he did not comment on the other

outfitters' feelings about the program since the Outfitters/Branch meeting in
November, he stated that' all outfitters had agreed to hand in the sighting
books

bl ank.

He

di d

not

bel i eve

that

the

Branch

coul d

guarantee

confi denti al i ty.

January 3, 1986 - Interview wi th

C~

Martin

Clay provided 22 grizzly bear sightings from his 1985 fall season.

He was not

hesitant in supplying detailed information of the locations of the sightings.
His feelings about the program were positive in that he saw a need for
reporting sightings.

He feared that unless the outfitters cooperated with the

program, the YFWB would come in and intensively study the populations in their
RGA's (along with all the flying involved that he thought to be detrimental to
his operation).

